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Abstract: With the building sector being responsible for 30% of the total final energy consumption,
great interest lies in implementing adequate policies and deploying efficient technologies that would
decrease this number. However, building comfort and energy management systems (BCEM) are
challenging to manage on account of their increasing complexity with regard to the integration of
renewable energy sources or the connection of electrical, thermal and gas grids. Multi-agent systems
(MAS) deal well with such complex issues. This paper presents an MAS for non-residential buildings
from the design, implementation and demonstration, both simulation based and in a field test.
Starting from an ontology and an attached data model for BCEM application, we elaborated use cases
for developing and testing the MAS framework. The building and technical equipment are modeled
using the modeling language Modelica under Dymola. The agents are programmed in JADE and
communicate with Dymola via TCP/IP and with the real devices via BACnet. Operatively, the agents
can take on different control strategies: normal operation with no optimization, optimization of
energy costs, where energy is delivered through the room through the devices that have the lowest
operating costs, and relaxation of the comfort constraint, where the costs of the productivity loss under
sub-optimal comfort conditions is taken into account during optimization. Comfort is expressed as a
function of indoor air temperature. Simulation, including a comparison with a benchmark system,
and field test results are presented to demonstrate the features of the proposed BCEM.

Keywords: multi-agent systems; energy management; buildings; simulation

1. Introduction

Buildings account for over 30% of the total final energy consumption for all sectors of the economy
and for 50% of the global electricity demand [1].

Fortunately, the energy savings potential in the buildings sector is substantial. Globally, the wide
deployment of best available technologies and efficiency policies could yield annual savings in
building final energy use in the range of 53 EJ by 2050. Compared to continuing on the current
path both technology and policy wise, this would mean a 29% reduction in projected building energy
consumption [2].

Apart from the building materials and installed equipment, a high impact on the operation
efficiency of the building falls on the control concept and implementation for its energy system.
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Buildings energy systems are becoming more complex, through integration of renewable energy,
diverse energy generation, distribution and delivery systems, or the integration in a smart grid.
While these conditions expand the possibilities of formulating a control problem, they also make it
more challenging. Non-residential buildings with complex energy systems often do not reach the
expected energy efficiency and indoor comfort because of lack of effective coordination between
resources (coordination of when, how long and how much each device should operate) and
because of implementation issues of the centralized control system (flaws in wiring and setting).
Multi-agent systems (MAS) offer a solution for this kind of problems due to their distributed and
autonomous properties.

A synthesis of the current literature on MAS automation in buildings is available in two
recently-published reviews. The authors in [3] look at control optimization methodologies for building
energy systems and identify MAS along with model predictive control (MPC) as the most promising,
with MPC being the most widely researched. Secondly, the authors in [4] look specifically at MAS and
identify rule-based and market-based control as the two control principles most associated with MAS.
Furthermore, the authors suggest focusing on ontologies as a first step when building up MAS.
However, to our knowledge, no study presents a complete process of development and testing the
system from the concept, reinforced with an ontology and attached data model, all the way to testing
in a simulation environment and transfer to a field test. Our paper strives to do exactly this.

In this paper we research a MAS solution that moves away from a centralized building automation
system, which requires a lot of dedicated hardware and software as well as know-how in setting up.
Following the classification in [5], we develop “utility-based agents” that posses a utility function,
which the agent uses to evaluate different situations and to take decisions to improve the current
state of the system. The goal of the agents in this work consists in mediating the trade-off between
energy savings and occupant comfort, which for non-residential buildings directly correlates with
productivity. The agents reach their goal through a process of negotiation based on energy and comfort
costs. We use the indoor air temperature as a comfort criterion.

The main contributions of our study are:

• providing an ontology for MAS in buildings and a data model for the application to non-residential
buildings, both of which were developed with a focus on existing standards and are re-usable
and expandable

• presenting a validation platform, which allows a swift transition from simulation testing to
a field-test experiment

• assessing the feasibility of embedding the agents in the intelligence of the energy components,
by programming them on BeagleBone Blacks using Java

The paper continues with a presentation of the concept (Section 2) including a description
of the ontology and data model. Only aspects relevant to the understanding of the use cases are
included in this paper, with additional details to be found in [6]. Section 3 deals with the design and
implementation of the developed use cases, the agent platform, the simulation models and the cost
functions, which build the basis of the agent negotiation. Section 4 details the validation concept
including the used evaluation criteria, which were applied to a simulation test, a field-test experiment
and the presentation and discussion of the results for exemplary test cases. Conclusions close the paper.

2. Concept

The goal of this work is to develop a methodology for MAS for non-residential buildings
(particularly office buildings), by starting from an ontology and by focusing on the application on
non-residential buildings adding a data model. Further pursuing our validation and demonstration
options we developed use cases for different system functionalities: normal operation including
optimization of energy costs and relaxation of comfort constrains, and plug-and-play.

We start from the idea that each office has a room agent in charge of monitoring the indoor
comfort and negotiating the delivery of additional energy to the room, in case the comfort needs to be
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improved. The goal of the person working in that office, the occupant, is optimal comfort conditions,
which in return insure optimal productivity. The occupant’s interests are represented by a comfort
agent that has knowledge of the his/her preferences and productivity function (depending on indoor
temperature). In order to assess the current comfort conditions the comfort agent gets information from
temperature sensors, in the room as well as outside. Each energy generation and distribution device
in the building is equipped with an agent, called energy supply agent. When the room temperature
needs to be increased or decreased, the room agent sends a call for proposal (CFP) to these energy
supply agents. The energy supply agents analyze their current operation point and decide whether
or not they can provide the needed energy and at what costs. The room agent chooses the most cost
effective solution.

The energy supply agents can determine on their own if they can supply energy to the room
where the call comes from, by analyzing their location in the energy system of the building. Based on
their data model, agents can belong to rooms or to supply circuits, whereas a room can be connected
to several supply circuits (heating, cooling, ventilation). A room agent has knowledge of the supply
circuits it is connected to and as such only sends CFPs to agents connected to the same circuits.
When energy supply agents need sensor measurements for internal power and energy calculations,
they identify the relevant sensors by matching the names of the supply circuits the sensors are located
on with their own supply circuit. Based on the current operating point of the device and data received
from sensors, the energy supply agents are able to calculate the power and energy they can supply.
They do this by using data of the characteristic diagram of the devices, which is provided as part of
the data model. We developed the data models based on data required to be included in manufacturer
data sheets in order to ensure re-usability of the framework when using different types or brands
of components.

When comparing our concept with existing ones, the most relevant is PowerMatcher [7], which is
a smart grid coordination mechanism, matching electricity supply and demand. The main differences
between the two concepts are:

• the different kind of energy supply agents in our systems, not all of them necessarily electrically
powered (e.g., a boiler)

• the choice of energy supply agent based on merit order, and not a market price
• basing the concept on an ontology with attached data model for our application

We believe the more complex nature of our concept allows us to test different use cases and
provides a large spectrum of design choices, which can be used for different configurations of BCEM
systems, which go beyond matching supply and demand as is the case with PowerMatcher.

2.1. Ontology

An ontology is a an explicit formal specification of the terms in the domain (in our case agent
systems for building comfort and energy management) and relations among them [8]. On the other
hand a data model describes the structure and integrity of the data elements of the specific application
in which it will be used [9].

For defining the ontology for MAS for energy management in buildings suitable for the use
cases in this work, we use the approach from [10], which focuses on re-using existing ontologies and
development using an iterative process for classes and relationships definitions. We used Protégé [11]
for building the ontology.

As a first step we researched existing ontologies, ideally which are already used as standards.
After our survey we build our ontology using know-how from the following sources: [12–14] as well
as several FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) standards [15,16].

We developed an ontology in Protégé called MASforBECM, meaning ontology for multi-agent
systems for building energy and comfort management. The main classes of the ontology, with a
detailed view on the ABCAgent class are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Main classes of the ontology, with detail on the agent class.

As we implement our agents using the Java based application JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment
Framework) [17], which in its turn support the use of ontologies, several upper level classes are
the from JADE: concept, predicate and agent action.

We classify the devices in controllable and uncontrollable, to offer a basis of deciding on which
devices an agent should be embedded.

In analogy to the classes from the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) [14] we developed
the following classes in our ontology:

• Domain: generation, distribution, storage, delivery, customer
• Zone: building, process, supply circuit, room. The supply circuits are of several types: electrical,

air, hot/cold water

The agents along with the real people using the building belong to the class Actor.
As the costs are the basis of the negotiation between agents, there are different types of costs

considered: current operation costs, gradient costs for increasing or decreasing the supplied energy,
as well as startup or shutdown costs.

Besides the entity tab of the ontology, shown in Figure 1, there are data and property tabs to
be defined for each class. These are the basis for the data model (data tab) and for the definitions of
the functionalities for the JADE implementation (the properties tab).

We build our ontology mainly for descriptive purposes in order to offer support in the next
phases of the project, when developing the behaviors of the agents according to different use cases.
However, the ontology can be further used for queries, and in the case of full ontological support
for the agent behaviors, it can aid the agents in deciding on their own what the best course of action
is. For example, by understanding that a sensor measures the room temperature and the room
temperature has a direct influence on the comfort level of the occupant, a room agent would on its
own look for a temperature sensor in the room to evaluate the comfort level. In this implementation,
each agent behavior is defined in detail; however, more sophisticated reasoning for the agents to make
inferences is a possible alternative supported by this ontology.

The ontology supports all of the use cases developed. Additionally, it supports a wider array
of energy equipment, than tested in the use cases, for example radiators, floor heating, fan coils and
facade ventilation units for energy delivery, or combined heat and power, boilers and heat pumps for
energy generation.
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Table 1. Part of the data model for a heat pump.

Name Type Example Description

Measured and metered values

Energy data

T_Co_in real 293.15 in K, temperature into condenser

T_Co_out real 300.15 in K, temperature out of condenser

T_Ev_in real 283.15 in K, temperature into evaporator

T_Ev_out real 273.15 in K, temperature out of evaporator

n real 300 in 1/min, rotational speed

Pel_now real 10000 in W, current electrical power

QflowUse_now real 20000 in W, current thermal power

REDK list [R1, 0.2] list with room energy distribution keys

Pel_Pos_max real 3000 in W, maximum additional supplied power

Energy cost data

relevantCost real 150.0 in W, electrical power to provide needed thermal power

2.2. Data Model

When developing the data model, we looked for standards compatible with our application.
The resulting data model uses parts of the Neighborhood Information Model from the project
on Semantic Tools for Carbon Reduction in Urban Planning (SEMANCO) [18], the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard IEC 61850 [19] and the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
[20].

The data model describes the agents in the system. If the agent has an attached device, information
on the device functionality is included in the data model. For our application we used the property
types from the IEC 61850 standard, but aggregated them into four categories:

• Descriptions, containing information on name, type, model, energy data, domain, zone and fixed
energy costs.

• Measured and metered values, containing information on energy data such as current operation
point, delivered energy and variable energy costs.

• Settings and controls, providing information on the type of communication used by the agent to
the device (TCP/IP, BACnet), control mode of the device and set point types.

• Status contains information such as heating or cooling mode and information on the health of the
device (ok, alarm, waning, out of service).

Table 1 presents a part of the data model for a heat pump regarding the measured and metered
values, including the relevant costs to be sent to the room agent in a CFP: relevantCost.

The data models were developed starting from the ontology and according to the
target application. The spectrum of the application was defined on a use case basis, so the models
were developed along with the use cases.

3. Design and Implementation

3.1. Use Cases

The use cases are detailed according to the specifications of [21,22], with primary use cases
focusing on monitoring, normal operation and plug-and-play. For normal operation, we looked at
a one room, as well as multiple room scenarios. We further differentiate between one occupant and
multiple occupant scenarios. For normal operation, we defined three control modes:
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• Default, meaning the comfort conditions must be satisfied in the room, without further constraints.
• Optimization of energy costs, where only the most cost effective energy supply option to the

room is executed.
• Relaxation of the comfort constraint, where the possible productivity gain from increased comfort

is compared to the energy supply costs for achieving this comfort level. The energy is supplied to
the room, only if the monetary productivity gain is higher than the energy supply costs.

In the considered use cases, thermal energy is supplied to the office via a medium flowing
through a system component (e.g., a facade ventilation unit which can both heat and cool). The energy
consumption is calculated from the mass flow of the medium and the temperature difference between
flow and return temperatures for that component. The temperature in the medium is provided by
a central system component (a heat pump). The mass flow through the energy delivery component
is controlled by a valve, with a circulation pump moving the medium through the supply circuit.
We assume that two temperature sensors (supply and return) are available for each room on the supply
circuit of the circulation pump, in order to be able to calculate the energy costs for the pump.

Figure 2 presents the set up of the energy supply system for two rooms (Room1 and Room2) and
the involved agents. The numbered arrows describe the communication flow between the agents.
We start with the one room scenario, by considering only Room1. The steps in the one room use case
with the control strategy “optimization of energy costs", are the following:

1. The room agent monitors the room temperature (received from the sensor) against the desired
room temperature (received from the comfort agent-arrow with number 1). If the room air
temperature lies outside a tolerance interval around the desired temperature, a call for proposal is
send to the relevant energy supply agents that are connected to the supply circuit of the room and
can supply energy (heat pump and circulation pump) (2). Additionally a request for the comfort
costs is send to the comfort agent (1 *).

2. The energy supply agents send their costs and the amount of power they can produce (3).
3. The room agent compares the costs for supplying the energy against each other. The option with

the lower costs is executed.
4. If energy can be provided to the room, the room agent sends a request to the energy supply agent

with the lowest costs (4). In this use case the pump, if chosen, will forward the request to a valve
that can directly control the volume flow (4 *). Once the action is performed the valve sends a
confirmation back to the pump (4 *).

5. The energy supply agent sends an inform message to the room agent on how the command
was executed (5).

6. The room agent informs the comfort agent on how the action for improving the room conditions
was executed (6).
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Figure 2. Agents involved in a two room use case.

When using the control strategy “relaxation of comfort constraint”, the energy supply costs are
compared to the comfort costs of the user. The comfort costs express how much the loss of productivity
of the user costs as a result of suboptimal comfort conditions in the room. If the comfort costs are
higher than the energy supply costs, energy will be supplied to the room.

When dealing with multiple persons present in a room, we differentiate between “owner” and
“guest”, where the “guest’s” preferences are not considered and preferences of multiple “owners” are
aggregated. The aggregation means building mean values for the optimal temperature and summation
of the comfort costs.

The case of multiple rooms is solved by enabling an energy supply agent (e.g. of a heat pump)
to understand that it will be supplying multiple rooms, as soon as it receives requests from different
rooms in a short period of time. As long as the requests are complementary, the agent calculates the
energy delivered to each room and the corresponding costs. Afterwards, the use case follows the one
room use case. If the requests are contradictory, the agent decides not to act, allowing other agents
(e.g., of a circulation pump), which are better suited for distributed energy delivery, to act.

3.2. Demonstration

We chose for demonstration the office rooms in the main building of the E.ON Energy Research
Center in Aachen, Germany [23], with simulation models of these office rooms being set up.

The climatization concept of an office room has two main components: the base load of the thermal
demand is covered by the concrete core activation installed in the ceiling, while the peak load is covered
by a facade ventilation unit installed in the outside wall, behind a metal facade. Both components can
cool and heat, while the facade ventilation unit has an additional air ventilation capability. The control
variable at room level is the room set temperature, used by the facade ventilation unit. The concrete
core activation has no valves on room level, and it has a slower dynamic than the facade ventilation
unit. The energy generation unit is a heat pump and the energy distribution unit is a circulation pump,
just as in Figure 2. The MAS includes both the circulation pump in the supply circuit of the facade
ventilation units, as well as the central heat pump. Adding an agent for the pump of the concrete core
activation circuit is theoretically possible. However it would require extra routines for identification of
the difference in the time constants of the two supply systems, which are not part of considered use
cases for the proof of concept. The demonstration was done for one and two rooms use cases, with
both offices next to each other, having the same orientation and number of occupants.
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For a new building, the data model and the ontology have to be populated by using information on
the design of the energy system and a description of the pieces of technical equipment. Knowledge on
energy systems is required to do this. We have developed a methodology for extracting the necessary
information from manufacturer data sheets, which is explained in more detail in Section 3.5. Once the
necessary data is made available setting up the ontology and the data model does not take long,
for example one day for the two room use case presented in this paper.

3.3. Agent Platform

We developed the agents in the Java based programming language JADE to develop the agents.
The decision for JADE was made based on previous knowledge of working with the software as well
as its implementation of the FIPA specifications.

The JADE platform can support multiple agent containers and provides them with basic services
such as message delivery. Containers can be executed on different hosts thus achieving a distributed
platform. Each container can contain none or several agents. This makes the platform ideal for
programming agents embedded on different devices.

Agents can communicate with each other, regardless of the container, host or platform on which
they are located. The communication is based on an asynchronous message passing paradigm.
The message format is by FIPA standards and contains a number of fields including:

• the sender.
• the receiver(s).
• the communicative act that represents the intention of the sender of the message. The FIPA

standard defines 22 types of communicate acts, with the most used being: INFORM. REQUEST,
CFP. We used only the types of communicate acts defined by FIPA.

• the content i.e., the actual information included in the message.

Exemplary for the behaviours of an agent, we present those of a room agent (Room Agent).
The Room Agent evaluates the room conditions based on parameters provided by the comfort agent
(Comfort Agent) of the room’s occupant. If required, the Room Agent starts to negotiate the improvement
of this conditions with the relevant energy supply agents (Energy Supply Agents).

Behaviors:

• Analyse Room Conditions: this behavior is always started if new data is received in Handle Temp
Sensor Data Subscription and it is not already running. It analyses and evaluates the current room
conditions. If improvements are required, it starts the Initiate Contract Net For Energy Supply
behavior. If comfort costs are to be considered, Initiate Prod Loss Cost Request is started first.

• Update Room Characteristics Ticker: this behavior updates the room characteristics (thermal capacity
and resistance) every 15 min.

• Handle Comfort Agent Subscription: this behavior is initiated whenever a Comfort Agent registration
is detected. This behavior receives and handles the notifications from the publishing Comfort Agent
it subscribed to. A Comfort Agent General Data structure is transmitted from the Comfort Agent.

• Handle Electricity Info Subscription: this behavior is initiated whenever an Electricity Info Agent
registration is detected. This behavior receives and handles the notifications from the publishing
Electricity Info Agent it subscribed to. The electricity price is transmitted from the Electricity
Info Agent.

• Handle Temp Sensor Data Subscription: this behavior is initiated whenever a Sensor Agent Temperature
registration is detected. This behavior receives and handles the notifications from the publishing
Sensor Agent Temperature it subscribed to. It triggers the Analyse Room Conditions behavior every
time a temperature update is received.

• Initiate Shut down Request: if the last Comfort Agent deregisters from the room, this behavior is
initiated, to send a shutdown request to the Energy Supply Agents. It is triggered from Auto
Subscribe To Comfort Agent.
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• Initiate Prod Loss Cost Request: this behavior sends a request to the Comfort Agent to get the costs,
the current conditions create, due to reduction in productivity. It also handles the answer.

• Initiate Contract Net For Energy Supply: this behavior is initiated from Analyse Room Conditions,
if there is a need to improve the room conditions. It starts a CFP to the Energy Supply Agents,
evaluates the proposal requests the execution of the proposal.

3.4. Cost Functions

Cost functions for heat pump and pump
We consider only the current operation costs as the relevant costs for negotiation in a call for

proposals. When a CFP comes in, it includes the information on the needed thermal power to improve
the room conditions. This additional thermal power would lead to a change of the current operation
point of the device. To reach this new operation point, the device has to consume more power
(electricity in the case of a circulating pump or heat pump, gas in the case of a gas boiler). This needed
power for the device is communicated to the room agent. The room agent has contact to agents that
posses knowledge on resource prices (in our case the Electricity Info Agent knows the current price of
electricity). Using the information on needed power by the device, the information on the resource
price and using the relevant time interval an energy price can be calculated. This price is expressed
in e per hour.

Cenergy = C · ST · P (1)

where C means costs, ST means sample time (in our case 15 min) and P means power.
Cost function for comfort agent: The productivity of a person is directly influenced by the indoor

conditions of the work space. Each person has his/her own preferences. We use a productivity function
depending on indoor room temperature according to [24] :

P = 0.1647524 · T − 0.0058274 · T2 + 0.0000623 · T3 − 0.4685328 (2)

where P is the productivity relative to a maximum value and T is the room air temperature
in ◦C. Figure 3 shows the curve of the productivity against the room air temperature according
to the equation above. We further extended this model, by centering the maximum productivity on
the current optimal temperature for the room. This is a function of outside temperature, meaning in
winter the optimal temperature is lower than in summer.
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Figure 3. Normalized performance against room air temperature, adapted from [24].

The costs for loss of productivity are calculated by multiplying the productivity loss with the
hourly wage rate of the person. The resulting comfort costs are expressed in e per hour. In this way
energy costs and comfort costs are directly comparable.

While additional comfort criteria such as CO2 concentration, lighting or noise exist,
air temperature sensors, as well as an air temperature control mechanism are more readily available
in buildings, including our demonstration building. Furthermore, studies exist that correlate room
air temperature explicitly with productivity, such as the one we used, which in turn allows for the
calculation of comfort costs. The productivity function presented here can however be easily extended
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to include other indoor comfort criteria, if measurements, control mechanisms, as well as a function
correlating with productivity are available.

We allow for the occupant to setup his/her own productivity curve. In the field test, the occupant
gets direct feedback via a web interface on how high the comfort costs are, based on the current
conditions and the function he/she has provided.

3.5. Simulation Models and Set-Ups

Simulation models were build to test the concept and test and develop the agent behaviors.
The main limitation of the simulation testing is the perfect communication between the simulation
models and the agents, since the simulation can send and receive messages from the agents without
a problem. In order to address the communication of the agents with real devices a field test was set up.
In order to insure a smooth transfer of the agent platform from simulation to a field test, special care was
taken when defining the information agents exchange with the devices (real or simulated): only data
available in the field test (measurements and set points) are used when setting up the simulation
models and developing the behavior of the agents. The main difference between the simulation and
the field test is the communication channel: TCP/IP in the simulation and BACnet [25] in the field test.

The simulation models were developed using blocks from the Modelica Standard Library,
the open-access library of the Institute for Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor Climate,
AixLib (https://github.com/RWTH-EBC/AixLib), and an internal Modelica library for components
for energy systems.

The following models were used and/or developed:

• Technical equipment: heat pump, boiler, circulating pump, radiator and fan coil (as a model for
the facade ventilation unit)

• Building: room with walls, windows and doors
• Internal gains from persons present in the rooms
• Boundary conditions, mainly weather model

More information on the modeling principles, the communication between JADE and Dymola
and the particularities of adjusting the dynamic of the agents systems to the simulation are to be found
in [26].

Models for technical equipment are usually parametrized using records, which are an aggregation
of relevant parameters. A boiler record might include for example information on the water volume
of the boiler, and an equation describing the pressure drop over the component, etc. The equation is
usually derived from drawings found in manufacturer data sheets. When deciding on the detail of the
models for the controllable pieces of technical equipment, we decided to make them as complex as
the available manufacturer data allows us to. For this, we studied data sheets for similar components
from different manufacturers. We did this especially for heat pumps and circulation pumps with
an additional focus on the current standards, which compel the manufacturers to make certain data
available. The idea was to have a methodology in place that will allow future users to test our MAS on
other energy system configurations, with different devices, which the user could still provide based on
manufacturer data the information needed to make the necessary calculations, e.g., the current power
and associated costs. Both the attributes for the agents in JADE and the records for the device models
in Modelica are based on the developed data model.

An additional adaptive model of the room as a first order RC-circuit was built and used by the
room agent to approximate the energy needed by the room to change to a desired temperature. The R
component describes the losses of the room to the exterior, and the C components describes the thermal
mass of room. The coefficients are regularly adapted with current temperature measurements, and the
final values are obtained by doing a moving average over a desired period of time (e.g., one hour).
With this model, effects like opening a window (change in R value) or the presence of other persons in
the room (change in C value) over longer periods of time can be accounted for.

https://github.com/RWTH-EBC/AixLib
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In this paper, we present the setup for a two room use case with the control done by the multi-agent
system. The setup corresponds to the one described in Figure 2. The rooms are both connected to
energy supply circuits on which both a circulating pump and a heat pump are connected. The control
of the flow to each room is done by valves. There is one occupant per room, who is also the owner of
the room.

In order to better evaluate the results, we use a benchmark system for comparison. As the
benchmark we use the same building and energy system setup, but with the following control
strategies for the technical equipment, which are commonly used for this type of system:

• the supply temperature for the heat pump is set according to a heating curve, depending on
outside air temperature and the characteristics of the building

• the room temperature control is done via thermostatic valves

3.6. Field Test Set-Up

A field test was important to run for the following reasons:

• to test the communication between agents and their devices in a real network, where unexpected
delays or failures may occur

• to test the system with real technical equipment in a real building
• to allow for a more dynamical interaction with the user

The field test implementation faced us with several challenges.
Challenge 1: direct communication with the technical equipment:
We wanted the agents to communicate directly with the technical equipment. The demonstration

building is equipped with an extensive monitoring system, with the data points listed on an OLE
(Object Linking and Embedding) for Process Control (OPC) server and continuously logged in a data
base. However the access over the OPC server would mean using an intermediary central service,
which is not always available in non-residential buildings, restricting the demonstrated applicability
of our solution. Additionally embedded agents would get data directly from the device they are
embedded on, and not from a central data base. As a direct communication method we decided to
have the agents communicate with the attached devices over the BACnet protocol, which strives to be
the most comprehensive standard in the building automation field and enables direct communication
with the devices, with no intermediary server or data base. The routines for reading and writing data
points are implemented in JAVA using a BACnet stack implementation called BACnet4J. The Java
implementation was needed for compatibility with JADE, which is also Java based.

Challenge 2: Agent distribution:
In order to have an distributed, embedded system we deployed the agents on BeagleBones

Black(BBB), which are low-power open-source hardware single-board computers with 512 MB RAM,
a processor running at 1 GHz and 4 GB of flash memory. For the one room use case we need a total of
16 agents and for the two rooms use case we have a total of 31 agents. We had nine BBBs available,
and in the two room use case, we needed to place 31 agents on them. Table 2 shows what agents were
placed on each BBB. Since part of the field test was carried out in autumn, when outside temperature
can require cooling of the office building, we also consider the cooling supply circuit: one central
circulation pump, one valve and two temperature sensors per room. Additionally each room has two
occupants, which are both owners of the room.
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Table 2. Deployment on BBB.

BBB No. Agents

BBB1 Comfort agents for all rooms (4)
BBB2 Room agent Room 1
BBB3 Room agent Room 2
BBB4 Energy supply agent pump heating
BBB5 Energy supply agent pump cooling
BBB6 Energy supply agent heat pump
BBB7 Electricity info agent
BBB8 All sensors (17)
BBB9 All actuators (4)

We grouped the comfort agents and the actuators each on one BBB, as these type of agents do
not communicate with each other, and as such, for the agents with which they do communicate,
no difference exists if they are on the same or on different BBBs. The grouping of the sensor agents on
the same BBB is in part motivated by the same argument. Additionally, we consider that for further
work on this platform, it would be advisable to have just one agent in charge of all of the sensors.

All agents belong to one platform and even if housed on different containers (the BBBs), they can
still communicate with each other. The only condition is that a main container is defined on one of
the BBBs. The Directory Facilitator, a type of "Yellow Pages" phone book where each agent advertises
their services, is housed on the main container. All other containers know where the main container is
located and as such all the agents can register with the Directory Facilitator and get information on the
other agents present on the platform.

Challenge 3: Interaction of user with comfort agent:
We wanted to allow the occupants of the room to have the possibility of a direct and easy

interaction with their comfort agents. For this purpose, we created a GUI, in which the occupant inputs
the parameters calculating the set temperature and the productivity as a function of temperature.
Figure 4 shows a part of the GUI focusing on the calculation of the set temperature as a function of the
outside temperature. For easier understanding, the functions are plotted according to the introduced
values. An additional plot in the GUI shows the current evolution of the room air temperature against
the set temperature. Another feature of the occupant web interface is the information it provides the
occupant regarding the current indoor and outside air temperatures.

Figure 4. Screen shot of the user GUI detailing the calculation of set temperature as a function of
outside temperature.

Figure 5 shows the set temperatures on a summer day for a room occupied by a person using the
GUI (‘Tset_MAS’) and a person using the default user interface (‘Tset_comp’), as detailed in the next
subsection. By providing a function for the dependency between set indoor temperature and outside
temperature, as exemplified in Figure 4, a more dynamic profile is achieved.
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Figure 5. Set temperatures for user in MAS controlled and a comparison office.

Over the GUI the occupant of the office can also set his/her current location, be it outside of
the building, in his/her own office or in a different office. In this way the room agent knows which
occupants are present in the room and how their preferences should be considered.

A technical challenge of the GUI was its accessibility on the user’s personal computer via a web
application and the transmission of the data to the comfort agent. The technical equipment and
the agents are placed in the “Device-Network" of the building, while the personal computers of the
occupants are placed in an “Office-Network”. For security reasons these networks are separated.
Access was allowed only for reading for the BBB with the comfort agents and only from the IPs of
the users involved in the field test. Furthermore the access to the GUI was password protected with
individual credentials for each user.

Set-up of field test:
Analogous to the simulation experiments, we wanted to test the MAS concept in the one room

and in the two room use cases.
Sensors for indoor air temperature are present in each room. A weather station is installed on

the roof of the neighboring experimental hall and we used the measured air temperature from the
station in our system. Figure 6 presents the floor plan of the first floor of the building. The chosen
rooms for the field test are marked with a blue frame and have additionally installed sensors for
the supply and return temperatures of the facade ventilation units. The room marked with a red
frame is used as a benchmark, having the same usage, number of occupants and installed technical
equipment as the other two rooms. The only difference is that the control system for the room is
the one used in the rest of the building, with the facade ventilation unit aiming to reach a given set
temperature. The set temperature can be set by the room occupants using the interface shown in
Figure 7. No specific temperature is given over the user interface, with the user specifying only a desire
for lower or higher temperature. The temperature sensor is installed in the adjacent plastic encasement,
which is positioned near the door of the office, opposite the facade, in which the ventilation unit
is installed.

Figure 6. Rooms for field test validation, marked with a blue frame.
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Figure 7. User interface and box with air temperature sensor.

4. Validation

4.1. Performance Indicators

We considered the following key performance indicators (KPI) as relevant for the evaluation of
the energy consumption and comfort:

• Energy consumption: kWh or e
• Comfort

– Absolute deviation from set temperature in K · h
– Absolute deviation outside of tolerance interval in K · h
– Mean value and variance of deviation from set temperature in K
– Costs for lost productivity: e
– As a qualitative measure, through the feedback from the comfort agent, which offers an

array of information over room temperature, outside temperature, current productivity and
comfort costs, as well as the responses from the room agent the occupant starts to think on
the way he/she perceives personal comfort and how it is connected to other variables.

4.2. Simulation-Two Rooms Use Case

We used the simulation set-up for a two rooms (R1 and R2) use case described in Section 3.5.
The users are present between 8 and 18 o’clock each day. The occupant in room R1 has an optimal
set temperature of 20 ◦C and the occupant in room R2 has an optimal set temperature of 19 ◦C during
the day. During the night, a night comfort agent with a set temperature of 18 ◦C is present in both rooms.
The tolerance band around the set temperature is ±0.5 K, meaning as soon as the temperature goes
outside these bounds a comfort violation occurs. The control strategy for this case is “optimize
energy costs”.

For comparison of comfort and energy consumption we also simulate the benchmark case,
with the temperature control done via thermostatic valve. For a given set temperature the thermostatic
valve will aim to keep the room air temperature in an interval of 1 K above the set temperature.
Outside these boundaries a comfort violation occurs. In order to have the same comfort intervals as in
the MAS case, the set temperatures for the rooms are lowered to 19.5 ◦C for room R1, 18.5 ◦C for room
R2 and 17.5 ◦C during night time.

We present a simulation for a heating scenario, done over the first three days of January.
Expected results for MAS:

• both room air temperatures stay in the tolerance interval around each set temperature
• as the heat pump supplies both rooms and room R1 has a higher demand, during the hours the

occupants are present, the valve opening in room R1 should be consistently higher than the one
in room R2
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• the flow temperature of the heating pump should set on a mean value which is lower than the
one given by a heating curve

Achieved results:
Figure 8 presents the air temperature, valve openings in each room and the flow temperature of

the heating pump for the MAS system. .
The expected results happen, with the mention that the room air temperature in room R2

lies outside the tolerance interval more often than for room R1. This is mainly the case when the
temperature in room R1, on account of the fully opened valve, can only be increased by increasing the
supply temperature from the heat pump. This in return leads to more energy flowing automatically to
room R2, although there is no need for that. So the valve in room R2 has to close, to reduce the volume
flow and act against the heating trend of the heat pump. The room air temperature in room R2 is too
high as long as the occupant needs come in conflict with the occupant needs of other room. This case
can be prevented when integrating the comfort costs of the occupants in the control strategy, as the
costs for the heat pump are higher than the comfort costs of just one occupant. Once the occupants’
preferences are complementary their aggregated comfort costs can be higher and lead to a change
in the supply temperature to the room. In this way, through the feedback from the comfort agents
occupants can also be educated on the costs of their preferences and maybe be persuaded to be more
mindful of their energy consumption.

The mean flow temperature of the heat pump for the simulation period is 33.2 ◦C, lower than the
flow temperature according to the heating curve in the benchmark case, which is 40.7 ◦C. This is in
itself an advantage of the agent based system, as it does not require the setting up of a heating curve,
but finds the correct supply temperature on its own, depending on the current requests of the rooms
agents. Furthermore during the operation of a building’s energy system the heating curve might need
to be adjusted manually by a professional. In our system, there is no need for this.
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Figure 8. Air temperature, flow temperature to the room and valve opening for room 1 (R1) and
room 2 (R2) in a heating experiment.

Table 3 presents key performance indicators for the two rooms, for both the agent based
control and the benchmark cases. The following abbreviations are used: MAS-multi-agent system,
BM-benchmark, Th-thermal and El-electrical. The lost comfort values for the MAS case are attributed
mainly to the different set temperatures. The rooms sometimes have conflicting requests, which leads
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to the system in room R2 working to compensate the influence of room R1. Although the room air
temperature fluctuates, the system is able to find an equilibrium.

Table 3. KPI two rooms use case.

Component KPI Unit Value MAS Value BM

Room 1 Th. energy kWh 18.7 19.9

Room 2 Th. energy kWh 18 19.1

Room 1 Lost comfort K · h 3.1 6.2

Room 2 Lost comfort K · h 8.5 3

Pump El. energy K · h 0.45 0.23

Heat pump El. energy K · h 112 124

When comparing against the benchmark system, we observe that the benchmark setup leads
to higher thermal energy consumptions in the rooms (6% for each room), which translate into better
comfort only for room R2. The overall energy savings with the MAS system are 9.5% compared to the
benchmark case.

The results show that the concept of the agent system is viable and the behavior of the agents lead
to the desired results according to the described use case. The next step in the testing of the system is
the field test.

4.3. Field Test

Two runs of the field test were performed: one for heating scenarios and one for cooling scenarios.
However the first set of tests proved challenging as the BACnet network in the building at that time
was instable and would often crash making the communication between devices and agents over
longer periods of time impossible. We assume this was in part because of additional experiments
running in the building at the same time. This first field test allowed us to test the distribution of
agents on the BBBs and the reading of the data points via BACnet. The second run of the field test
proved more successful, as the BACnet network proved stable and longer experiments were possible.
No additional experiments were running at that time in the building. For this experiments the agents
ran on one machine.

During both runs of the field test, the response time of BACnet devices varied, from 0.01 s to 60 s.
This variation was independent of the number of agents involved in the experiment, or whether or
not the agents were distributed on the BBBs or running on one machine. Figure 9 presents the log for
reading the relevant data points of the heat pump, with the value of the data point and the duration
for reading the data point.

Figure 9. Part of log file on reading the heat pump data points over BACnet.

However, a response time of under a minute is adequate for our application, where new decisions
have to be made every 15 minutes. The room agent has the most complex behavior. A CFP cycle
triggered by a sub-optimal temperature and ending with sending an inform message to the comfort
agent takes around three minutes and has eight different operations. Scaling up to multiple rooms,
this duration should not increase as rooms do not communicate with each other, only with the energy
supply agents, whose numbers (in our case) do not increase with the number of rooms. Energy supply
agents are also capable of intelligent behavior, but when scaling up, the only additional decision they
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have to make is if the request for energy is complementary to the current trend or not (increase or
decrease power). Future work will focus on whether or not an aggregation agent for the requests of
the room agents when scaling up makes more sense than answering the requests of the room agents
one by one.

As in the simulation tests, functionality tests ran and produced the expected results, meaning the
agents identified correctly the needs of the room occupants and send the appropriate commands to
the energy supply agents. This proved that the reading of the sensor values and the writing of the set
points worked correctly, since the behavior of the agents had already been tested in the simulation.

Figure 10 presents a cooling experiment over six hours, for the two rooms (R1 and R2) where
the system was tested. ‘Tis’ is the current room temperature and ‘Tset’ the set temperature. The set
temperatures have the same dynamic profile as in Figure 5, because they use the same type of function.
The only difference between the set temperatures is observed around 13:00, when a second user
arrives in room R1 and has a different preferred set temperature than the others. The start state of the
experiment is with the cooling valves fully closed for both rooms. The room agents monitor the room
temperatures against the set temperatures and start CFPs for cooling the rooms. At the time of the
experiments the heat pump was not active, cooling power being provided by a geothermal field, only
the circulation pumps of both the heating and the cooling circuits were involved in the CFP. The cooling
valves react by gradually opening fully. When later in the day the set temperature becomes higher
than the room temperature (as the outside temperature rises), the cooling valve closes. The heating
vales do not open in this case, as the outside temperature is above the heating limit of 20 ◦C.

The main challenge of the field test lies in the ability of the technical equipment to achieve the
set temperature. As shown in Figure 10 the room temperature reacts very little to the changes in the
valve setting in both rooms. While the facade ventilation unit does supply the room with additional
thermal energy for cooling, the process does not lead to a change in the measured value. The reason
for this being that the air mixing in the room is imperfect, with pieces of furniture often in the way of
the supplied air stream. Additionally, the room air temperature sensor is placed on the wall opposing
the facade ventilation unit.
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Figure 10. Room and set temperatures and valve openings for two MAS rooms in the field test.

This type of behavior from the technical equipment makes a comparison between the MAS
system and the benchmark using the introduced KPI difficult. While the system behaves as expected,
the resulted room air temperature in each of the field test offices (for the MAS and benchmark both) do
not reflect the different control strategies.

Figure 11 presents the room and set temperatures, as well as valve openings for two different
rooms in the building, over the same period of time and with the same starting conditions as the MAS
experiment. Rb1 is the benchmark room presented in Figure 6, while Rb2 is a room with the same
usage and orientation, but no additional measuring equipment installed. We chose to present the
results for Rb2, as they stand in stark contrast to Rb1. While the users in Rb1 have a set temperature of
20 ◦C, the ones in Rb2 have a set temperature of 24 ◦C. As such the cooling valve in Rb1 is permanently
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opened, while the one in Rb2 is permanently closed. The short period when the valve closes in
Rb1 is because of a window opening, when the facade ventilation unit turns off. The actual room
temperatures however have very similar profiles.
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Figure 11. Room and set temperatures, and valve openings for two benchmark rooms in the field test.

An additional set of use cases was tested in the field test, which weren’t possible or relevant on
a simulation base: the Plug-and-Play use cases. We consider two cases relevant for the plug-in of
a component:

• Completely new component: a new component is introduced in the system, be it a sensor, a valve
or a pump

• Replacement of an existing component: an old component is replaced by a new component.

When adding or replacing a component, the data model for that component has to be filled in
or updated. As our system configures the platform at start time using an initialization file (agents.ini),
the introduction of new components means a new start of the platform. However, this does not greatly
influence the system, as only the very recent history (last 15 minutes) is relevant, and only for the
calculation of the thermal capacity of the room model. Possible future work could focus on setting up
or connecting to a database where measured and metered values can be stored, so that at the start,
the system has full knowledge of the current situation. Additionally, a cyclic routine can be written
to periodically check if the configuration file has been extended, in this way eliminating the need to
restart the platform.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

The goal of this work was to develop methodologically a MAS for energy and comfort
management in non-residential buildings. We started from an ontology and by focusing on
the application on non-residential buildings added a data model. Further pursuing our validation
and demonstration options we developed use cases for the different system functionalities, mainly
normal operation and plug-in of a new component. Operatively, the agents can take on different
control strategies. The methodology allows for easy extension or re-use of the system for new use
cases for non-residential buildings.

For the preliminary validation and fine tuning of the MAS, we ran simulation tests were the
agents, programmed in JADE, communicate via TCP/IP with simulation models of devices, coupled
with a simulation model of the building, using Dymola/Modelica. The simulation results show that a
multi-agent system is able to satisfy the comfort requirements of different rooms, while aiming for
energy efficiency. When looking at a heating scenario with two rooms, we see that if the rooms have
different requests (less vs. more thermal energy) from the same energy supply agent, the MAS is able
to find an equilibrium solution, but until this state is reached the conditions in one of the rooms can
go outside the comfort corridor. A dampening of this effect could be achieved when considering the
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comfort costs of the room occupants. When compared to a benchmark setup using commonly used
control strategies for the technical equipment involved, the MAS system leads to a more energy efficient
behavior, with the added bonus of the building energy system finding on its own appropriate set
values depending on the current energy demand in the system, without the need of presetting values.

A field test was set up, for testing both one and two rooms use cases with agents deployed on
BeagleBones Black and communicating with the devices in the building via BACnet. As the data
models are derived from manufacturer data, the transfer from simulation to field test is unproblematic
regarding the data exchanged between agents and the attached devices. Functionality tests were
carried out successfully for the system. The main challenge of the field test lies in the ability of the
technical equipment to achieve the given set temperature. This highlights the challenge of testing a
concept in simulation and in field test. Because while a simulation experiment is straight forward to
evaluate, including comparison with a benchmark, a field test presents different uncertainties (user
behavior, capacity of the installed equipment, adequate placement of sensors) which make quantitative
evaluations difficult.

The response time of the devices over BACnet can vary up to two degrees of magnitude
(0.01 s–60 s). However, the response times are acceptable for the dynamics of the system. Adding
additional comfort agents, sensors or energy supply agents to the system is possible, by adding or
updating the filled in data model for the component. A GUI for the room occupants was developed for
the field test, and it allows the user to directly input comfort preferences and also receive information
from the system regarding if and how these preferences can be satisfied. We believe this type of
feedback can sensitize the user towards a more energy-efficient behavior.

Further work will focus on scaling up the system and going to more than two rooms, meaning
more than two room agents that send CFPs. In this case an aggregation agent for the CFPs for the
energy supply agents is an interesting possibility, to allow energy supply agents to address different
requests simultaneously.
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